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An NFT titled ‘Quantum’ by Kevin McCoy is on display during
a press preview of the upcoming Natively Digital: A Curated
NFT Sale at Sotheby’s on Friday in New York City. 

(From left) Director Jon M Chu and actors Stephanie Beatriz, Melissa Barrera, Leslie Grace and
Jimmy Smits attend the LALIFF special preview screening of “In The Heights”. — AFP photos

A woman looks at a NFT by Ryoji Ikeda titled “A Single
Number That Has 10,000,086 Digits”.

An NFT titled ‘CryptoPunk 7523’ by Larva Labs. An NFT titled ‘NGMI’ by XCOPY. —  AFP photos 

The first non-fungible token (NFT)
ever created, the origin of a craze
that is sweeping the art market, has

gone on sale at Sotheby’s. “Quantum” is
an octagon-shaped animation by New
York artist Kevin McCoy. It became the
first work to be associated with a NFT-type
certificate of ownership in May 2014, three
years before the term NFT was coined.

An NFT is a digital object such as a
drawing, animation, piece of music, photo,
or video with a certificate of authenticity
created by blockchain technology.  It can-
not be forged or otherwise manipulated.
Sotheby’s has no pre-sale estimate for
“Quantum”, which had already reached
$140,000 on Friday, a day after it went on
sale. The sale ends on June 10.

“In 10 years looking back, if in fact
these are to grow, this piece can represent

and symbolize the start of something that
is quite revolutionary and very impactful,”
said Max Moore, vice president of contem-
porary art at Sotheby’s in New York. NFT
exchanges happen in cryptocurrencies
such as bitcoin on specialist sites.
Traditional auction houses are seeking to
capitalize on the new phenomenon.

“I fell in love with bitcoin in early 2013
and just got really interested in that world,”
said McCoy, a 54-year-old multimedia
artist. He is a pioneer of NFTs that current-
ly generate several hundred million dollars
in transactions every month. McCoy even
helped design his own platform for the
exchange of certified digital objects:
Monograph, which is no longer active.

“There was a lot of misunderstanding at
the time,” McCoy recalled, saying the
mainstream art world struggled to under-

stand the cryptocurrency world, which had
itself had little appreciation of art. He says
the craze is only just beginning, but refus-
es to consider how huge it may become.
“The Sotheby’s thing is... a big test to see
what happens as far as that goes.
Honestly, I don’t have any expectations,”
McCoy added.

The NFT boom is being fueled by early
investors in cryptocurrencies who became
millionaires. In March, Christie’s sold an
NFT for $69.3 million. Sotheby’s held its
first NFT auction in April. During the
“Quantum” sale it is also selling a virtual
character called Alice who will be able to
interact with her future owner using artifi-
cial intelligence. — AFP 

‘Hamilton’ 
creator celebrates 
immigrant roots
with ‘Heights’

Long before his mega smash-hit
“Hamilton”, Lin-Manuel Miranda daz-
zled Broadway with “In The Heights,”

a Latin pop and salsa-inspired musical cel-
ebrating the New York immigrant commu-
nity that raised him. Warner Bros’ big-
screen version of Miranda’s debut work
finally arrives in US theaters Thursday - a
rare foray by a major Hollywood studio into
a lavish production that puts Latino stories,
stars and filmmakers front and center.

“It’s a big deal, and I think it’s the begin-
ning of a Latin wave that I hope opens a lot
more doors for more movies like this,”
Mexican actor Melissa Barrera told AFP.
“From the moment they started casting in
the movie, I was like ‘oh my gosh, because
there aren’t many movies that give us this
platform, I know everyone is going to audi-
tion for this.’”

Barrera - who rose to fame in Mexico’s
“telenovela” soap operas - landed the key
role of Vanessa, an aspiring designer hop-
ing to trade the Washington Heights “bar-
rio” at Manhattan’s northern tip for the chic
fashion world of downtown. Her love inter-
est Usnavi (Anthony Ramos), a bodega
owner, dreams of rebuilding his father’s
beach bar in the Dominican Republic,
while their Puerto Rican friend Nina (Leslie
Grace) has “escaped” to Stanford
University but pines for home.

Miranda - who is of Puerto Rican
descent, and has long advocated for his
community in the entertainment world and
beyond - wrote the first version of “In The
Heights” as a young student at Wesleyan
University. It reached Broadway in 2008,
where it earned 13 Tony nominations, and
set its creator on the path to “Hamilton” -
the wildly popular story of the first US
treasury secretary Alexander Hamilton and
his fellow founding fathers, itself told
through the lens of modern, multiethnic
America.

In the film, Miranda takes the small role
of neighborhood “piraguero” - a vendor of
traditional ice desserts - and hands direct-
ing duties to Jon M Chu (“Crazy Rich
Asians”). But Barrera admitted it was
“intimidating” to collaborate with the
“Hamilton” creator on the follow-up of sorts
to a global smash hit. “The pressure
comes along with ‘I want to do this right, I
want to do the best that I can to do good

by Jon and Lin... and the entire communi-
ty.” While 18.5 percent of the US popula-
tion is Hispanic, Latino actors accounted
for just 5.4 percent of lead roles in
Hollywood last year, according to UCLA’s
“Hollywood Diversity Report.”

‘Struggle’ 
The film version of the tale is largely

shot on the colorful streets of Washington
Heights, blocks from where Miranda grew
up. In keeping with its recurrent theme of
encroaching gentrification, location scouts
had to studiously ignore the area’s Chipotle
and Target chains, “recasting” several
blocks with hand-painted signs and
awnings to evoke a nostalgic, mom-and-
pop shop feel.

Along with highlighting the food, music

and traditions of Miranda’s youth, the film
diverges from its stage predecessor by fol-
lowing Nina to protests supporting immi-
grant rights for the so-called “Dreamers”.
The film was shot and intended for release
during Donald Trump’s presidency, at a
time when the citizenship pathway for
undocumented young people brought to
the United States as children was under
attack.

The pandemic forced a postponement
to the movie’s release. Today, the passage
of two immigration bills approved by the
US House of Representatives remains
uncertain in the evenly divided Senate. “It’s
a rarely told story - it’s a rarely told strug-
gle,” said Grace, whose character Nina
fails to fit in at her elite West Coast school.

That feeling of self-doubt is “a universal
feeling that we all feel, both in terms of rep-
resentation and in terms of ‘Dreamers,’”
she told AFP. “They’re told that they’re the
worst... that they reflect a lot of things that
they’re not here to reflect. They come with
an aspiration... a dream.” “In The Heights”
opens in US theaters and on HBO Max
streaming from June 10. — AFP  

Exiled Chinese dissident Ai Weiwei
says the coronavirus pandemic,
rather than slow him down, has

spurred him on, as he prepared to open
an exhibition of his art in Lisbon on Friday.
“The pandemic time is tragic for the
world... but for me personally I have had a
very productive time,” Ai, 63, told a news
conference. 

The show at Lisbon’s Cordoaria
Nacional exhibition center brings together
around 80 works by Ai, the artist once fet-
ed by Chinese authorities who helped
design Beijing’s Bird’s Nest Olympic stadi-
um. But the sculptor, photographer and
filmmaker ran afoul of the state, especially
when he criticized authorities over their
handling of 2008 Sichuan earthquake, in
which more than 87,000 people died. 

He was detained for 81 days in 2011
and eventually left for Germany four years
later, finally settling in Alentejo, in southern
Portugal, in 2019. Speaking at a press
preview of the show titled “Rapture”, Ai
said: “Welcome to my country, Portugal.” “I
feel comfortable here,” Ai told AFP later.
“It’s not always easy to describe.”

Curator Marcello Dantas said the exhi-

bition reveals two sides of Ai - “his cultural
roots (and) the more activist side of his
work.” The show opens with one of Ai’s
most monumental works, his “Forever
Bicycles” installation made up of hundreds
of identical bicycles. The visitor goes on to
take in other emblematic works such as
“Snake Ceiling” commemorating children
who died in school buildings during the
Sichuan earthquake.

Another work, “Law of the Journey”,
depicts a rubber dinghy with dozens of
refugees aboard. New works include a
marble sculpture some 1.6 m high of a toi-
let paper roll, a reference to the rush on
the basic necessity at the start of the coro-
navirus pandemic last year. The show
runs until November 28. — AFP  

A woman looks at a NFT by 
Mad Dog Jones titled “SHIFT//”.

Actor Carlos Miranda attends the Los Angeles
Latino International Film Festival (LALIFF) open-
ing night world premiere screening of “7th &
Union” at the TCL Chinese Theater in Hollywood,
California on June 2, 2021. 

Chinese artist Ai Weiwei poses at his exhibition “Rapture” at the
Cordoaria Nacional exhibition center in Lisbon on June 3, 2021. 

Ai poses in front of one of his artworks that is made with Portuguese tra-
ditional ‘azulejo’ tiles. — AFP photos

Small pieces carved in wood are displayed.

Austrian writer and poet Friederike
Mayroecker, regarded as “the great
dame of experimental literature”,

died in Vienna on Friday at the age of 96,
her publisher Suhrkamp said. “All of
Vienna is mourning the doyenne of
Austrian literature and our honorary citizen,
Friederike Mayroecker”, the city’s mayor
Michael Ludwig wrote on Twitter as tributes
began pouring in. 

Born in the Austrian capital on Dec 20,
1924, Mayroecker began writing at the age
of 15. Forced to abandon her German

studies to help support her family, she
became a teacher of English in various
Vienna public schools in 1946, but dedicat-
ed herself to writing full-time from 1969.
“I’m madly in love with language. I need
books, I need silence. I don’t like talking.
What I have to say, I write,” she said. 

Mayroecker, the winner of many presti-
gious literary prizes - such as the Georg

Trakl, Hoelderlin, Lasker-Schueler and
Georg Buechner - published around 100
poems, text collages, novels, radio plays,
libretti and children’s books during her long
career. The US Poetry Foundation com-
pared her poems to “linguistic collages,
mystical or hallucinatory montages of lan-
guage and experience.”

She herself described the writing
process as “a magical state, as if I were on
drugs” and said she often wept while work-
ing. She was associated with experimental
German writers and artists of the “Wiener
Gruppe” or Vienna Group, including poet
Ernst Jandl, her long-term companion who
died in 2000. “What I want is to disappear
behind my biography. The important thing
is the bibliography,” she once said. — AFP  

Friederike Mayroecker


